Measles is a disease that continues to affect millions of people; however, it can now be controlled through vaccination. Using a spatial, stochastic, continuous-time SIR model, we investigate four different vaccination regimes in a "country" of 25 cities. The model was constructed using work by Bjørnstad et al. and May and Anderson as a basis for determining the spatial structure of the country and a set of appropriate parameters Anderson, 1984, Bjørnstad et al., 2002]. We examine the behavior of measles under these vaccination regimes over a period of 20 years with the goal of determining an optimal regime that leads to herd immunity. All data was simulated using an Euler approximation of the continuous-time Markov chain. As vaccination rates increase and begin to induce herd immunity, on average, the same proportion of susceptible people are vaccinated across regimes. However, a closer investigation of the qualitative behavior of these regimes reveals distinct differences among them. Briefly, some regimes maintained a much lower proportion of susceptibles in the population, while others allowed the number of susceptible people in the population to fluctuate significantly. A steady, high vaccination rate across the population eliminated cases and led to herd immunity without such fluctuations.
Introduction
Although measles can now be prevented through vaccination, outbreaks still occur. The outbreak of measles cases from December 2014 to February 2015 in the United States, which seems to be connected to Disneyland visits [Zipprich et al., 2015] , is one example of the threat that measles continues to pose-especially notable in a country in which measles has been essentially eliminated. France began to see an increase in measles cases in 2008 [Freymuth and Vabret, 2011] , and Belgium saw outbreaks as recently as 2016 [Grammens et al., 2016] . According to the World Health Organization, measles can result in a few different complications, which especially affect adults older than 20 and children younger than five [WHO, 2015] . These complications can be as minor as an ear infection [WHO, 2015] and as serious as death, although measles is typically not fatal in developed countries [Anderson and May, 1991] . Most fatalities occur among children who do not have access to adequate nutrition. In 2014, there were 114,900 deaths from measles [WHO, 2015] . Even in countries that have mostly eliminated measles, cases may spread quickly in areas where vaccination coverage is limited.
Since there is no antiviral treatment after contracting measles, vaccination is the key to controlling it. However, it is neither practical nor possible to vaccinate every person in a population. In the United States, for example, parents sometimes do not vaccinate children based on an unfounded but widespread belief that vaccinations are connected to autism [Calandrillo, 2004 , CDC, 2015b , Flaherty, 2011 . More states are beginning to excuse children from mandatory vaccinations due to parents' "philosophical beliefs," and it is possible to obtain religious exemptions from mandatory vaccinations in almost all states [Calandrillo, 2004] . In countries across the world, people may not have easy access to health care or services, making it difficult for them to obtain vaccinations. Some are not vaccinated simply due to limited access to affordable health care. Others may not take vaccines due to an immune system compromised by other ailments. Meanwhile, measles continues to persist globally. A study of the 2015 outbreak of measles cases in the United States found that approximately 50 to 86 percent of the exposed population were vaccinated [Majumder et al., 2015] ; Burkina Faso experienced an epidemic in 2009 that largely affected unvaccinated individuals [Kidd et al., 2012] . While vaccinations are generally required, vaccination regimes are not strictly enforced. Thus, identifying a regime that requires fewer vaccinations and still eliminates cases is an important goal. In this paper, instead of modeling a specific country, we study an idealized system and use historical data to incorporate real-life complexity. This allows us to investigate the spatial aspects of different vaccination regimes on measles.
Because data show that even countries that have mostly eliminated measles may still experience epidemics, herd immunity is needed to prevent them. Herd immunity can be interpreted both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative herd immunity is a partial resistance. The idea is that decreasing the number of source cases and susceptible people will likewise decrease the frequency of the disease. Qualitative herd immunity is a complete resistance; in the words of Fine et al., there is a "threshold number or percentage of [immune people] above which an infection cannot persist" [Fine, 1993] . Both definitions suggest the importance of vaccinating even when a country is not in the midst of an epidemic. For the purposes of our study, we define herd immunity as the state in which measles is endogenously eliminated and in which the percentage of susceptibles (out of the total population) is low, say, 1% of the total population is susceptible. If measles is not present in the population and if few people are susceptible, it is unlikely that the population will experience an epidemic. We are interested in identifying vaccination regimes that lead to herd immunity.
To study the problem of inducing herd immunity under different vaccination regimes, we will create a stochastic and spatial susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model inspired by previous theoretical and empirical work and test it under various regimes. There are a number of excellent foundational resources for stochastic models in disease dynamics [Allen et al., 2008] , [Allen, 2010] , [Britton, 2010] , [Rock et al., 2014] . Moreover, there is already a considerable body of work on stochastic SIR models, which can be used to model measles as well as other diseases. Focused on theoretical results, Ball and Neal consider stochastic SIR models of "non-locally-large populations" [Ball and Neal, 2002] . As these populations grow in size, they retain the same structure at the local level; moreover, "two levels of mixing" are considered [Ball and Neal, 2002] . Ball and Lyne studied vaccination regimes in a SIRS model of a population divided into m households of the same size, but note that this model is a general version of the SIR model and several others [Ball and Lyne, 2002] . As in Ball and Neal, individuals have the opportunity to make global contacts (between households) and local contacts (within households) [Ball and Lyne, 2002] . Verdasca et al. examined stochastic SIR and SEIR models, in which populations are represented by networks and each node on the network represents an individual [Verdasca et al., 2005] . Instead of considering a population composed of, for example, households, Verdasca et al. consider a small world network, which aims to mimic a "social network" [Verdasca et al., 2005] .
Although Verdasca et al. modeled measles [Verdasca et al., 2005] , a good deal of work has also been done on stochastic models that focus more specifically on measles. Benjamin Bolker and Bryan Grenfell explored the effect of age and spatial structure on the persistence and dynamics of measles epidemics, finding that spatial models can capture the persistence and triennial behavior of the disease [Bolker and Grenfell, 1995] . Grenfell et al. studied several scenarios in the pre-vaccine era and focused on the effect of spatial structure on measles over a short period of time. In particular, they used wavelet phase analysis to study models that were fit to pre-vaccine epidemics and then analyzed the traveling waves of measles [Grenfell et al., 2001 ]. Caudron et al. fit data on measles in some subendemic, secluded populations (Bornholm, the Faroe Islands, and parts of Iceland) using a time series-susceptible-infected-recovered (TSIR) model. They found that they were able to predict how large future epidemics would be "conditioned on the first time-step" [Caudron et al., 2015] . Dalziel et al. fit data on measles in England, Wales, and the US during the pre-vaccine era to a TSIR model. They were able to model "persistent chaotic epidemics" in the US from "small shifts in seasonal transmission patterns" [Dalziel et al., 2016] .
Also using a TSIR model, Bjørnstad et al. analyzed data on measles in England and Wales before vaccination was a possibility. Their model captured both endemic cycles and episodic outbreaks of measles and included a stochastic element in the disease transmission and random immigration [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . Although deterministic, May and Anderson have considered a spatial model in which a large city is surrounded by several smaller cities, and obtained an "optimal" vaccination regime that differed from the ideal vaccination regime for a homogeneously mixing population [May and Anderson, 1984] .
For the first time, we study the behavior of different vaccination regimes in a spatial, stochastic, continuoustime SIR model with the goal of identifying whether one regime is "optimal." In other words, we pose May and Anderson's questions about optimal vaccination regimes in a population composed of various subpopulations, but employ an approach more similar to that of Bjørnstad et al.'s stochastic model. Because measles is such a contagious disease, spatial structure and stochasticity are particularly important. The spatial structure of a population not only affects the spread of the disease, but also the efficacy of vaccination regimes. The stochasticity of our model captures any randomness that may affect the behavior of measles in a population. The effects of random population movement are particularly salient because of the easy transmissibility of measles: mere contact with an infected person or even with something she has touched puts a susceptible person at risk of contracting the disease. The stochastic model can also show the fadeout phenomenon [Ferrari et al., 2013 ], which will be useful for simulating smaller cities that will not have constant measles incidence. Finally, we rely heavily on Bjørnstad et al.'s analysis of empirical data on measles to determine the specifics of our model, such as city size and other parameters. Our final model is in some ways a hybrid of May and Anderson's model and Bjørnstad et al.'s study.
We examine the behavior of four different vaccination regimes in this spatial, stochastic, continuous-time SIR model. Each of these regimes posits a different scheme for distributing vaccinations. Does blanket mass coverage work best? Is there a better time of year to vaccinate? Should vaccinations only be distributed to certain sectors of the population? Is it enough to vaccinate only when measles is present in the immediate area? Our goal was to determine which, if any, of these regimes leads to herd immunity. The preliminary results of our work suggest that vaccinating at a constant rate throughout the year is most effective at both eliminating cases and keeping the proportion of susceptibles low.
We first give an overview of our model and how we represent a "country" of 25 cities. This begins with a closer look at the model for one city and how it is represented using continuous-time Markov chains ( §2.1). We then discuss the complete model, focusing on spatial structure, migration, and transmission ( §2.2). Following is a discussion of each of the vaccination regimes we tested in the model ( §3). Next, we discuss how to compare the results of the vaccination regimes and make those comparisons ( §4). We conclude by summarizing the optimality of the regimes and make a few observations about how that optimality was determined ( §5).
Overview of the Model
We model a "country" of 25 cities that are placed on a 5-by-5 grid, as shown in Figure 2 . In this country, we distinguish three types of cities, which differ in size and their locations on the grid. The largest cities are located at the center of the grid, and cities become smaller as one moves towards the edges of the country. This layout is similar to a model considered by May and Anderson [May and Anderson, 1984] , and a more detailed overview of this model will be given later. The simple SIR model with vaccination serves as a building block for this more extensive spatial model, and we will first examine a component of this model for one city.
SIR Model with Vaccination: Modeling One City
Figure 1: A flow diagram of a SIR with vaccination model. This diagram shows how people can move amongst the compartments within one city (we leave out movement from another city). The arrows pointing into the compartments represent a person entering a compartment, and the arrows pointing out represent a person leaving the compartment.
Each city in the country is modeled using a variation of the SIR model. Following the traditional SIR model, each individual in a city is classified as susceptible, infected, or recovered. A detailed description of assumptions made for SIR models can be found in [Rock et al., 2014] . However, we highlight several assumptions here:
• A recovered person is defined as someone who has either been vaccinated or who has had the disease and is no longer contagious. This assumption is made because, in both cases, the person no longer affects the infection process.
• At any point in time, a person can enter the susceptible compartment, the infected compartment, or the recovered compartment.
• We assume homogeneous mixing of people within each compartment. Essentially, all individuals can come into contact with one another, regardless of age, location, etc. within a city. We make this assumption for simplicity and will add other types of complexity in our final model. Figure 1 demonstrates the types of movement that can occur among the three compartments in this model. In a model of one city with no immigration, there are five "events" or "reactions" that may occur: a birth, an infection, a vaccination, a recovery, or a death. (In our final model, we allow movement between cities, or "emigration.") When one of these events happens, the value of at least one compartment will change. If a person is born, one person enters S; likewise, if a person dies, one person leaves R. If a person becomes infected, one person leaves S and one-in fact, the same-person enters I. When a person is vaccinated, one person leaves S and enters R (representing that the person has immunity). If a person recovers, one person leaves I and one enters R. We can represent these events in a stoichiometric matrix, where each row represents the change in S, I, and R and each column represents a different event. For one city, this matrix, which we will call A, looks as follows:
The first row represents S, the second I, and the third R; the columns represent a birth, infection, vaccination, recovery, and death respectively. We must now determine the rates at which these events happen-that is, the rates at which people move among the compartments. These rates are all conditioned on the state of the system at the current time, t, and have time units of two weeks, which is about the "characteristic time scale" of measles [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . In terms of the compartments, this represents the time it takes for someone to move from the S compartment through the I compartment to the R compartment.
Let N (t) be the total population, S(t) the number of people in compartment S, I(t) the number of people in compartment I, and R(t) the number of people in compartment R at time t. (Since we concentrate on modeling one city in this section, we eliminate the subscript (i, j) that will eventually identify the city's position in the country.) Then we have the following rates:
• µ B N (t): Birth rate (the rate at which people enter S),
• βS(t)I(t): Infection rate (the rate at which people move from S to I),
• φS(t): Vaccination rate (the rate at which people move from S to R),
• ωI(t): Recovery rate (the rate at which people move from I to R), and
• µ D N (t): Death rate (the rate at which people leave R).
Each of these rates are scaled by population size, each in a particular way. Since the number of births and deaths depends on the number of people in the total population (S + I + R), the birth rate (µ B ) and the death rate (µ D ) are multiplied by the population of each city. Similarly, the number of people who become infected depends on the number of susceptibles and the number of infected. βS(t)I(t) is the force of infection and is multiplied by the number of susceptibles and the number of infecteds; thus, βS(t)I(t) gives the rate at which a susceptible person becomes infected after coming into contact with an infected person. The vaccination rate (φ) depends on the number of susceptibles, as only susceptible people should be vaccinated. Finally, the recovery rate (ω) is multiplied by I(t) since only infected people will move from the infected compartment to the recovered compartment. The unit of time for each of these rates is people per two weeks. For instance, the infection rate is the average number of people that become infected every two weeks.
The model can be simulated in R using continuous-time Markov chains. Although we could easily express a deterministic version of our model using differential equations, Markov chains allow us to incorporate randomness in our model. That is, each of these reactions-births, deaths, infections, vaccinations, etc.-is represented by a set of stochastic terms. Given the initial values of the compartments, we can easily determine the values of the compartments at time t:
Recall that A is a stoichiometric matrix, each column of which represents a different reaction. Y 1 , Y 2 , ..., Y 5 are time-changed unit one Poisson processes-one for each of the five events or reactions. A more detailed description of how the model is simulated can be found in appendix A.
Complete Model
The SIR model with vaccination and the rates we have discussed so far model measles in one population. May and Anderson studied a model that serves as a template for modeling the dynamics of measles in a country that is composed of multiple cities [May and Anderson, 1984] . In particular, they studied a population divided into n groups, each of which mixes homogeneously (with heterogeneous mixing among the groups) [May and Anderson, 1984] . It is also worth noting that they use a standard set of differential equations to model the disease [May and Anderson, 1984] . In our model, we differ by using a stochastic model. Bjørnstad et al. analyzed data on measles in England and Wales during the pre-vaccination era. They used a time-series SIR model to capture both endemic cycles and episodic outbreaks of measles and included a stochastic element in the disease transmission and random immigration. The parameters are estimated using time series data on reported cases as well as reconstructed susceptibles from a set of cities in England and Wales [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . May and Anderson's work thus provided the framework for our model, while Bjørnstad et al.'s data analysis provided a tractable set of parameters.
A brief list of assumptions for our spatial model is given below, and more detailed explanations of these assumptions can be found later on in this section.
• A country is composed of multiple cities [May and Anderson, 1984] .
• The population is broken up into n groups (or cities) [May and Anderson, 1984] .
• Each city mixes homogeneously with heterogeneous mixing between cities [May and Anderson, 1984] . This is also reflected in Bjørnstad et al.'s data analysis, which observes different immigration rates for different cities [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] .
• The largest city is centered in the middle of the country, and the population becomes less dense as one moves toward the edge of the country [May and Anderson, 1984] . City sizes are taken from Bjørnstad et al.'s data analysis [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] .
• Only infected individuals may emigrate because they are the only individuals that have the ability to significantly alter the dynamics of measles in a population.
• Infected individuals may only emigrate in the horizontal and vertical directions. We add this assumption for simplicity. The exception is the capital, which receives infected immigrants from outside the country. This immigration rate of infected individuals from outside the country reflects a phenomenon seen in countries in which measles has mostly disappeared, such as the United States [CDC, 2015a] .
• The rate at which infected individuals may emigrate depends on the type of city from which they are emigrating. This is due to the fact that the immigration rate depends on the size of the city [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] .
• The force of infection varies over time since measles tends to spread more quickly when children are in school [Bjørnstad et al., 2002 ].
Our final model investigates the dynamics of measles in a country of 25 cities. Each city has its own set of susceptibles, infecteds, and recovereds, denoted by S (i,j) (t), I (i,j) (t), and R (i,j) (t) respectively. The cities can be classified as towns, regional centers, or the capital, and they have initial populations of 10,000, 500,000, and 5,000,000 respectively ( Figure 2 ). These population sizes reflect the sizes of cities in England and Wales before a vaccine existed [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . Each of these cities is placed on a 5-by-5 grid with the capital at the center ( Figure 2 ). The four regional centers surround the capital, and the rest are towns. Mimicking May and Anderson's model, we divide the population into subgroups (cities) and arrange cities so that the most populated city is at the center. We also follow their lead by assuming homogeneous mixing within each city and heterogeneous mixing among different cities.
Figure 2: This depicts the layout of the "country" that is being modeled. Regional centers are colored light blue, the capital is dark blue, and the remaining cities are towns. The numbers inside of the squares represent the position of the city on the grid. Arrows indicate possible immigration patterns of infected individuals. For instance, an infectious individual from the capital can move from node (3,3) to node (3,2), (3,4), (2,3), or (4,3). Note that infective individuals can also immigrate from outside the "country" into the capital.
It is also important to note that we ignore the immigration of susceptibles and recovereds. The movement of a few susceptibles or recovereds is not significant enough to drastically change the dynamics of measles in a city. Immigration, on the other hand, especially of an infected person into a population high in susceptibles, can spark an epidemic. Thus, only infected people can move to neighboring cities, and for simplicity, we only allow vertical and horizontal immigration. The capital, regional centers, and the four towns diagonal to the capital all connect with four other cities. The towns on the perimeter of the grid connect with three, and the corner towns of the grid only connect with two. This structure represents more movement near big cities, with the amount of movement decreasing as one moves away from the capital.
As we discussed in the previous section, each city in the country can be represented by an SIR model with vaccination, which accounts for births, deaths, infections, recoveries, and vaccinations within each city. In the final model, however, we have one more event to consider: emigration/immigration of infected people. Each type of city has a different emigration rate: The capital has the highest emigration rate (δ C ), followed by the regional centers (δ R ), and then the towns (δ T ). Because we only allow the emigration of infected people, the rate at which people leave a city depends on the number of infected people in the city. In a town, for example, δ T I (i,j) (t) is the rate at which infected individuals emigrate from city (i, j) to another city in the country. The capital also has one additional immigration rate (δ O ) to account for immigration from outside the country. This rate was necessary in order to keep measles from disappearing from the entire country [Bolker and Grenfell, 1995, and references therein] . The outside immigration rate is actually not as arbitrary as it might seem: now, any case reported in the United States either can be traced to a case contracted in another country or was itself contracted in another country [CDC, 2015a] .
Finally, we want to make a special note about the force of the infection, β. The input value β varies throughout the year; in particular, there is a higher level of infection while children are at school-and thus more likely to interact with one another-than during summer [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . Using Olsen et al., we estimate an equation for the force of infection:
whereβ is calculated using log(β) = 3.64 − 1.02 log(N ) [Bjørnstad et al., 2002, Olsen and Schaffer, 1990] . Becauseβ depends on N (the total population of the city), we have three different β functions. The capital has the lowest infection rate and the towns have the highest, reflecting the fact that measles spreads most easily when there is a concentration of susceptible individuals in the population. This function also approximates the fluctuations in the rate by peaking at the end of January and reaching a low point at the end of August. A table of parameters and variables can be found in Table 1 , and a more detailed explanation of the parameters can be found in appendix B.
Variable/Parameter Description Units N T = 10,000
Total initial population of a town people N R = 500,000
Total initial population of a regional center people N C = 5,000,000
Total initial population of capital people S/N = 0.008
Initial proportion of susceptibles in each city susceptibles/total people in city I/N = 0.007
Initial proportion of infected people in each city infected/total people in city µ B = log(1.03)/26
Birth rate for each city in country avg. no. births/2 wks µ D = .00025
Death rate for each city in country avg. no. deaths/2 wks 
No. of susceptibles in city (i, j) at time t people
No. of infecteds in city (i, j) at time t people
No. of recovereds in city (i, j) at time t people
No. of total people in city (i, j) at time t people Table 1 : The parameters and variables in the model and the units for each. A more detailed discussion of how we determined these parameters can be found in appendix B.
Using continuous-time Markov chains, we can simulate the values of the compartments of each city in our final model. We use a method similar to that described in §2.1. For any town or regional center (i, j), we use the stoichiometric matrix mentioned before, but add the events of emigration and immigration. This matrix, which looks as follows, represents all possible events that may occur in the model:
The second-to-last column of the stoichiometric matrix represents the emigration of an infected person (a person that leaves city (i, j) for another city). The last column represents the immigration of an infected person into city (i, j). Thus, the values of the compartments S, I, and R in city (i, j) can be determined as follows. Let ν be the neighborhood of city (i, j), where ν is the set of all cities from which infected individuals may emigrate to city (i, j). In simpler terms, ν is the set of all cities that connect to city (i, j). We also note that β (i,j) (t) = β T (t) if city (i, j) is a town and
Because the capital has one additional event (the immigration of infected people from outside the country), we must adjust the stoichiometric matrix and add one time-changed unit one Poisson process. We add one column to the stoichiometric matrix A to represent the immigration of infected people. Again, let ν be the neighborhood of cities that connect to the capital. Then, at time t, the values of the compartments S, I and R are as follows:
The stoichiometric matrix for our final model was 75x206-75 total compartments (three for each of the 25 cities) and 206 events to monitor. The model, including the vaccination regimes, was simulated in R using continuous-time Markov chains. Our first approach for these simulations was to use the Gillespie SSA [Gillespie, 1977] to calculate the number of people in each compartment. This exact method was computationally expensive due to the size of the model, so we used an Euler approximation of continuous-time Markov chains to estimate the values instead. More details on both methods can be found in appendix A.
Vaccination Regimes
There are many possible strategies for vaccinating a population, and each of the regimes investigates a different aspect or technique of distribution. We tested four different regimes in the model: two static and two dynamic. For each of these regimes, we conducted a parameter sweep to examine the behavior of the model under different vaccination levels. Note that φ denotes the vaccination parameter.
Static Constant Regime
The static constant regime calls for an essentially equitable distribution of vaccinations. Under this regime, the same proportion of susceptibles is vaccinated in each city. In other words, regardless of whether a city is classified as the capital, a regional center or a town, the same proportion of that city's population is vaccinated. Moreover, this rate stays constant throughout the year. This blanket vaccination regime is not the most practical: the farther away people are from a large city, the harder it might be to be vaccinated. This is, however, a simple and straightforward approach to reach herd immunity. We tested eight different values for φ: 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14 and 0.16.
Static City Regime
The static city regime vaccinates a different proportion of susceptibles in each class of city: that is, there are different vaccination rates for the capital (φ C ), the regional centers (φ R ), and the towns (φ T ). Note that these rates remain constant throughout the year. The idea for this regime comes from May and Anderson, who posited that vaccinating a larger proportion of people in the big city (in our case, the capital) would more effectively control measles than vaccinating the same proportion of people across all cities [May and Anderson, 1984] . This regime is plausible. Denser populations have more access to health care than sparse populations; because of this, it is more challenging to vaccinate uniformly across a country. Furthermore, measles spreads faster in denser populations, so more vaccination in these areas could potentially counteract this effect. Finally, examining this regime allows us to test in a stochastic setting the hypothesis of May and Anderson, who found that vaccinating only the densest population minimized the number of cases and the number of vaccinations for the country as a whole [May and Anderson, 1984] .
We tested three sets of parameters for this regime ( Table 2 ). The first tests the behavior of measles when only one type of city is vaccinated (only towns, only regional centers, or only the capital). The next two sets test higher vaccination levels in the capital and lower vaccination rates in the regional centers and towns. The vaccination rate in the regional centers is always half the rate in the capital, while the rate in the towns is only a quarter of the capital rate. These last two sets of parameters realistically simulate vaccination distribution, which may not always be equitable due to access to health care and other variables. [May and Anderson, 1984] , vaccinates different proportions of susceptibles in each type of city. Although vaccination rates differ across cities, vaccination rates remain constant.
Dynamic Time Regime
The dynamic time regime vaccinates a different proportion of susceptibles throughout the year. It has been shown that the force of infection varies throughout the year; in particular, there is a higher level of infection while children are at school-and thus more likely to interact with one another-than in summer [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . Since the infection rate varies through time, peaking in the fall, we hypothesize that increasing vaccinations a few months before measles peaks might help to control the spread of the disease. The function for φ(t) is as follows:
The amplitude of this function was determined by findingβ, the mean sample force of infection. 0.4β is approximately equal to the amplitude of the β function. In order to findβ, we ran the model for 20 years without vaccination and collected the infection rates, βsi∆. To determineβ, we simply divided by s, i, and ∆ = 0.001. On average,β = 0.002. This function is also shifted so that it peaks around t = 8. Since we are working in time units of 2 weeks, this corresponds to a peak vaccination rate in April-several months before school starts and the infection rate begins to rise. We ran 8 tests for this regime, varying the value of a for a = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, and 0.16.
Dynamic Infected Regime
The dynamic infected regime vaccinates a different proportion of susceptibles depending on the number of infected people in the city. That is, if there is at least one infected person in the city, the vaccination rate increases. The rationale behind this regime is that vaccinating at a higher rate once there is an infected person in the city will prevent measles from spreading further. This regime is also one that can be "self-imposed" by a population. That is, as people begin to forget about the dangers of measles, they begin vaccinating at a lower rate; once cases appear, they start to vaccinate more. The vaccination rate for this regime thus looks as follows:
Here, 1 is an indicator function that determines whether the infected compartment is at 0 or not. If the indicator returns a value of true, the vaccination rate is φ 1 s + φ 2 s; otherwise, it remains at the base vaccination rate of φ 1 s. We keep φ 1 constant at 0.02 and run tests for φ 2 = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, and 0.16.
Results
In this section, we will examine the behavior of the model under the four different vaccination regimes. After looking at the average proportion vaccinated versus the average proportion infected in each of the regimes, we will focus on a set of regimes that approach herd immunity and the qualitative differences observed there. We will then briefly discuss some observed similarities between the static constant and dynamic time regimes. The static city regime also deserves some special attention since it can be contrasted with the result of May and Anderson. We conclude this section with a short discussion of the behavior of the vaccination regimes at lower levels of vaccination. Before taking a look at the behavior of these regimes, we consider the behavior of the
No Vaccination
Cases by City model without vaccination. Figure 3 shows that the number of cases is quite high, reaching nearly 100,000 in the capital. Moreover, we see the number of cases spike and fall about every two years, although epidemics seem to become slightly more frequent towards the end of the 20-year period. The graph of cases in our model is encouragingly similar to the graph in Figure 4 , which shows the behavior of measles in English and Welsh cities post-WWII. (This graph was taken from Bjørnstad et al.) In both graphs, we can see the number of cases consistently rise and fall over a 20-year period.
Vaccinations vs. Cases
In order to determine whether one regime was more effective than the others, we first looked at the mean proportion vaccinated every year versus the mean proportion infected each year for each of the tests we ran. 
Mean Vaccinations vs. Cases by Regime

Vaccinations/Population
Cases/Population These means were calculated by taking the total number of vaccinations and cases that occurred in a year and dividing by the total population in the country. This gives the proportion of people vaccinated and the proportion of people infected in a given year. To get the mean number of vaccinations and cases over the 20-year period, we averaged the proportions. Since it is difficult to make fair comparisons using the rates of vaccination (i.e., φ) given the other differences in the model, we use the means as proxies. If one regime significantly reduces the proportion infected while vaccinating the same proportion as the other regimes, we can conclude that this regime is more effective than the others. There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from Figure 5 . First, rather surprisingly, the linearity of the graph suggests that there is little difference among the vaccination regimes. Second, the cluster of points in the lower right corner of Figure 5 indicates the rate that people need to be vaccinated to eliminate cases and approach herd immunity: that is, approximately 0.027-0.028 vaccinations per person per time. In other words, the figure suggests that approximately 2.7-2.8% of the population must be vaccinated every year in order to achieve herd immunity.
However, a closer look at these regimes reveals some important qualitative differences. In order to make fair comparisons, we examine four regimes that vaccinate the same average proportion of the population (see Table 3 ). These regimes (which come from the cluster of points in the lower right corner of Figure 5 ) seem to vaccinate at high enough rates to eliminate cases and thus move towards herd immunity.
However, there are qualitative differences in the number of cases across different types of cities (see Figure  6 ). Most notably, the dynamic infected regime exhibits substantially larger spikes in cases in the towns and regional centers. Since measles disappears for a while, these cities are vaccinating at low levels. However, as soon as an infected person enters the city, the number of cases spikes and an epidemic occurs. In contrast, the static constant regime does not result in these same kinds of spikes. There are a few outbreaks in the capital after cases have been more or less eliminated in other cities; however, this kind of behavior is to be expected, due to the fact that infected people from outside the country are immigrating relatively frequently to the capital. We added this rate to our model in order to ensure that measles does not completely disappear from the entire country. Note, however, that the towns and the regional centers do not experience any direct immigration from outside the country and still see spikes in cases. Although the static city regime does not result in the same Figure 6: The number of cases for each of the three regimes from Table 3 , with each type of city graphed in a different color. We omit the dynamic time regime because of its similarity to the static constant regime.
dramatic spikes as the dynamic infected regime, the towns do experience a few larger outbreaks for a similar reason-namely, a much lower vaccination rate in the towns than in the regional centers and the capital. Because attaining herd immunity involves both eliminating cases and reducing the likelihood of future outbreaks, it is also important to consider the number of susceptibles in the population. To some extent, the proportion of susceptibles out of the total population suggests how stable the regime is. As the number of susceptibles increases, the population becomes more vulnerable to an outbreak. In a model with no vaccination, the proportion of susceptibles oscillates quite drastically (see Figure 3) . This behavior accords with the behavior of cases. Since the number of cases oscillates, we expect the number of susceptibles to oscillate as well: the number of susceptibles decreases when people become infected and increases when measles disappears for a brief time. And of course, there are far higher proportions of susceptibles in a country without vaccination.
The differences in the proportions of susceptibles among the vaccination regimes are also illuminating (see Figure 7) . The static city regime keeps the proportions of susceptibles in the capital and regional centers lowaround 1% and 2% respectively. However, the proportions of susceptibles in the towns are significantly higher, reaching about 5%. Recall that the towns have much lower vaccination rates under this regime, which is based on the idea that concentrating vaccination in larger cities will control cases in the smaller cities. Thus, it is unsurprising that the towns have a large proportion of susceptibles. For a while, the towns remain measles-free since they are further away from the population centers; however, when an infected person happens to enter the city, susceptibles quickly contract measles. This regime, then, serves the regional centers and capital well, but leaves the towns vulnerable.
The dynamic infected regime exhibits even more dramatic fluctuations in the proportions of susceptibles than the static city regime does. It is worth mentioning that the proportion of susceptibles in the capital is kept under control, remaining at about 1% over the 20-year period. However, the proportions of susceptibles in the regional centers and the towns are erratic, spiking and dropping quickly. The proportions under this regime, reaching almost 5-6% at times, are higher than any other regime. This is due to the fact that the dynamic infected regime only vaccinates when there are infected people in the city. Thus, measles disappears from the regional centers and the towns for a while, but cases spike when an infected person enters the city. Examining the proportion of susceptibles reveals the instability of this regime, a fact that was not evident from the mean proportion infected.
While the static city and dynamic infected regimes serve some cities better than others, the static constant and dynamic time regimes stabilize the proportions of susceptibles. Both regimes keep the proportions of susceptibles at around 2% of the population. Given that these regimes also have the same average number of cases, the similarity in the proportions of susceptibles indicates that the regimes behave quite similarly.
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Time ( Table 3 . We also include the proportion of susceptibles in a model with no vaccination for comparison (note the difference in scale on these graphs, which reach 0.16 on the y-axis, and the scale on the graphs of susceptibles under the vaccination regimes, which reach 0.065).
To summarize, the mean number of vaccinations and cases do not accurately reflect the qualitative behavior of the regimes as rates approach herd immunity. In the long term, the static constant and dynamic time regimes more effectively controlled cases than the other two regimes. The behavior of the dynamic infected regime, in particular, can be seen as a cautionary tale. To some extent, this regime mimics the behavior of a country in which measles has been mostly eliminated. As the disease starts to fade from the public consciousness and/or is no longer deemed a public health concern, fewer people are vaccinated. After a sufficient number of susceptibles has built up and an infected person enters the country, cases appear and people begin vaccinating quickly. Interestingly, this regime may arise from the behavior of the general population. Unfortunately, vaccinations do not happen quickly enough to prevent an epidemic. Our results suggest that lowering vaccination levels when measles seems to have been eliminated or stopping vaccinations altogether will lead to future epidemics. Based on these results, obtaining herd immunity involves not only eliminating cases but also maintaining a stable proportion of susceptibles; otherwise, measles has the opportunity to re-emerge with some virulence.
Similarities between the Static Constant and Dynamic Time Regimes
The similarity in the behavior of the static constant and dynamic time regimes seems to hold regardless of the level of vaccination. In particular, these regimes see the same proportion of susceptibles in the towns, and epidemics seem to occur at approximately the same time. Figure 8 demonstrates the similarity in the behavior of cases at different vaccination rates.
Although the number of cases is not always the same, the cases tend to spike periodically in both regimes; moreover, these spikes occur around the same time. The static constant and dynamic time regimes also work similarly in terms of controlling susceptibles in the towns (see Figure 9 ). There are frequent oscillations when vaccinating at low levels, but the proportion of susceptibles in the towns becomes more stable as the vaccination level increases.
The quantitative and qualitative similarities between these two regimes are somewhat surprising, since it seems logical that increasing vaccinations before the peak infection rate hits the country would help to control cases. This suggests that, to some extent, it matters little when people are vaccinated as long as they are vaccinated at some point during the year.
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Static City Regime
The static city regime was designed using a result from May and Anderson, who found that concentrating vaccination in the larger, denser city would eliminate cases while also requiring fewer vaccinations [May and Anderson, 1984] . Table 4 : A table of three of the tests we ran for the static city regime. The capital is always vaccinated at a high rate.
Although May and Anderson's model was spatially similar to ours, our stochastic model did not produce the same result. Concentrating vaccination in the capital did not effectively eliminate measles from the entire country, let alone require fewer vaccinations to do so. This is clear from the behavior of three of the static city 
Number of Cases by Type of City
Time ( Vaccination in all cities, with higher levels in areas of higher population density (φ C = 0.16, φ R = 0.08, φ T = 0.04).
regimes that we tested, listed in Table 4 . When only the capital is vaccinated, in the first regime of Table  4 , cases of course remain low in the capital. However, the regional centers and towns see large spikes after a brief period without cases (see Figure 10) . We also examined a regime that includes a vaccination rate in the regional centers, which is half the rate in the capital. Under this regime, the towns still see a spike in cases after a period without cases (see Figure 11) . Moreover, the proportion of susceptibles in the towns is increasing at the end of the 20-year period, suggesting that there would be a substantial spike in cases if an infected person were to enter a town (see Figure 13) . Adding a vaccination rate to the towns seems to help control cases, as demonstrated by the third regime in Table 4 (see Figure 12 ). The regional centers and the capital fare quite well: the proportions of susceptibles stabilize at about 1.5% in the regional centers and well below 1% in the capital (see Figure 15) . The proportions of susceptibles in the towns mostly stay below 3%, which seems sufficient to keep cases from spiking (see Figure  14) . While this regime seems to eliminate cases, the towns still have a significant number of susceptibles, which leaves them somewhat vulnerable to infected immigration. Thus, concentrating vaccination in the largest, densest city in the country does not seem to be an effective vaccination strategy in our model.
Regimes at Lower Levels of Vaccination
Although we have less data on regimes that vaccinate at lower levels, the data we do have suggest that we may have to modify our observations for these lower levels. A closer comparison of the dynamic infected regime at 0.02s + 0.02s1 {i =0} and the static constant regime at 0.04s is indicative. On average, this dynamic infected regime vaccinated approximately 2.58% of the total population every year, with the static constant regime slightly higher at 2.60%. As we can see from Figures 16 and 17, all types of cities are still experiencing outbreaks at the end of the 20-year period. The most notable difference between these two regimes is that the static constant regime seems to more or less eliminate cases for about the first six years, while the dynamic infected regime still sees cases in the towns and regional centers.
Moreover, static constant regimes with φ < 0.06 still result in cases at the end of the 20-year period (as in Figure 16 ). Although cases may decrease at some point during the 20-year period, the fact that they return suggests that these regimes do not vaccinate at high enough levels to eliminate cases.
Conclusion
In addition to revealing the two most successful regimes in terms of attaining herd immunity, our simulations suggest the importance of examining the qualitative behavior of the vaccination regimes when evaluating their success. Moreover, differences in models with regard to stochastic versus deterministic methods, spatial structure, etc. may yield different results when the goal is to identify a suitable vaccination regime.
With regard to the four regimes we examined in depth, the dynamic infected and static city regimes still resulted in some measles cases towards the end of the 20-year period. However, the dynamic time and static constant regimes did well at both controlling the number of cases in the country and the proportion of susceptibles. If the goal is to reach herd immunity, the static constant and dynamic time regimes are the best choices out of the four regimes we examined.
We next observe that means do not necessarily reflect the qualitative behavior of the regimes. The qualitative differences we observed indicate the importance of considering other measures when determining the efficacy of a regime and whether it leads to herd immunity. In our work, we looked at the number of cases and proportion of susceptibles by city. Measures such as these indicate where cases are occurring, who is susceptible, and how vulnerable a particular city is. These measures seem to be especially important in spatial models, as different pockets of the population may experience different phenomena.
Finally, we reached a different conclusion than the May and Anderson results with regard to the best vaccination regime. There are, of course, important differences between our models. Most obviously, May and Anderson used a deterministic system of differential equations as opposed to stochastic simulations to create their model. In addition, although both models were spatial, May and Anderson had only one big city with smaller cities, while we had three classes of cities (towns, regional centers, and the capital). Despite these differences, it is possible that adding randomness to the model makes it difficult to control the number of cases by only vaccinating the big city. This is certainly worthy of future consideration.
There are some other interesting avenues for future research. First and foremost, it would be interesting to consider age dynamics in our model, as measles generally affects younger children more frequently than adults. It would also be worth considering other immigration and population concentration patterns. We only allow horizontal and vertical emigration in our model for the sake of simplicity; however, this is not necessarily realistic, as it is now equally easy for people to make diagonal movements around many countries. Moreover, the spatial structure of our country may not accurately reflect the structure of modern countries. Because transportation has become much more rapid, people may travel from the capital to the towns and vice versa more frequently. Finally, most of the tests we ran on our vaccination regimes resulted in higher levels of vaccination. It would be interesting to collect more data on regimes at lower levels so that we could make better comparisons and identify any significant qualitative differences when high levels of vaccination are not possible.
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Appendix A Numerical Methods
There are two methods that can be used to simulate the number of people in each compartment, one of which is exact and computationally expensive and one of which gives an approximation and is computationally expedient.
In this section, as in §2.1, we describe the methods for simulating the model for one city for simplicity. However, the final model works very similarly.
A.0.1 Exact Method: Gillespie SSA
The exact method uses the Gillespie SSA to calculate the values of the compartments through time. This method simulates the time between events and then determines which event occurs at that time [Gillespie, 1977] . τ represents the time between the event that has just occurred and the next event. To determine τ , the model simulates an exponential random variable with the sum of the rates as the probability of the exponential distribution. In one city, recall that we have the following rates at time t (excluding emigration): µ B N (t), βS(t)I(t), φS(t), ωI(t), and µ D N (t). Thus the mean of the exponential distribution is
In order to determine which event happens at the new time, we first calculate the probability that each event occurs. This is given by the rate of the event over the sum of all rates. For example, the probability that a birth occurs is
.
We can collect all of these probabilities in a vector:
Using these probabilities, we simulate an integer that corresponds to a particular reaction (a birth, death, infection, recovery, or vaccination) and thus tells us which event has occurred.
Finally, we must adjust the values of the compartments based on the reaction that has just occurred. The changes to the compartments are specified by the column of A that corresponds to the reaction that has occurred. For example, if a birth occurred, we add 1 to S. If an infection occurs, we subtract 1 from S and add 1 to I.
This process occurs many times until the terminal time, T , is reached. If τ i is the time between event i − 1 and event i, then we call η i the time at which event i actually occurs. We can easily calculate η i by summing τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ i . Thus, we can also say that the process ends when η i ≥ T .
A.0.2 Approximate Method
The exact simulation technique only estimates one event at a time. However, we can also use an approximate method called "tau-leaping," which has a higher accuracy when working with large numbers [Anderson et al., 2011 , Rathinam et al., 2003 , Rock et al., 2014 . This method hinges on estimating the number of events that occur over a given time interval. First, an "appropriate" time step, ∆, must be chosen. Each event in the model (births, deaths, infections, vaccinations, and recoveries) can then be simulated by a Poisson random variable, where the mean of the distribution is the rate of the event scaled by the time step. The outcome of each Poisson random variable represents the number of times that each event has occurred in time step ∆. The approximation works because the chosen ∆ is sufficiently small-that is, the rates do not vary over that time step. The process continues until the terminal time, T , is reached. For example, if ∆ = 0.01 and T = 1, the model approximates the value of each compartment at t = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, ..., 1.
In short, we do an Euler approximation of the integrals in the time-changed unit one Poisson processes in (1). The approximation of the compartments at time t + ∆ works as follows: So far, we have looked at the methods for calculating the values of the compartments of one city. However, our final model has 75 total compartments (three for each of the 25 cities) and 206 reactions. Due to the size of the model, the exact method takes a long time to run. Approximately 60,000 events occur within a two-week period; run the model for 20 years, and that number enters the tens of millions. After making sure that the exact and approximate methods give similar results, we opted to use the approximate method at ∆ = 0.001. At this time scale, we are collecting the number of events that occur about every 20.16 minutes.
Appendix B Parameters
This appendix describes how and why the values for the parameters in Table 1 were chosen. As mentioned before, most of the parameter values are based on the analysis performed by Bjørnstad et al. on pre-vaccination era data from England and Wales. We will discuss the parameters for five of the events that may occur in our model-that is, births, deaths, recoveries, infections, and emigrations. Note that vaccination parameters are discussed in §3 and are specific to each regime.
The birth rate (µ B ), death rate (µ D ), and recovery rate (ω) remain constant across the population and across time-that is, there is one birth rate, one death rate, and one recovery rate for the entire country. After World War II, the annual per capita birth rate in Britain was 0.01-0.02 [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . We increase this rate to 0.03 to achieve a 2-3% increase in population every year. Thus, µ B = log(1.03) 1 26 ≈ 0.001136877.
Since we are using time units of two weeks, we divide log(1.03) by 26 to change the units from one year to two weeks. We use log because 1.03 is compounded. In order to ensure that the population grows by about 2-3% every year, we set the death rate at µ D = 0.00025.
Finally, the recovery rate is the inverse of the infectious period [Allen et al., 2008] . The average infectious period is 14 days [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . After changing the unit of time to two weeks, we have ω = 1 14 days = 1 1 two-week period = 1.
As mentioned in §2.2, the infection rates are seasonal. Because of the way these seasonal infection rates are constructed, each type of city has a different infection rate. Thus we have three infection rates, each a function of time: β T (t), β R (t), and β C (t). We model β * (t) after the graph of the seasonal deviation in log β from Bjørnstad et al.'s paper [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] (Fig. 7 B on p. 178): In order to calculateβ, we use log(β) = 3.64 − 1.02 log(N ) from Bjørnstad et al. and exponentiate [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . It is for this reason that the infection rate depends on the size of the city, and we use the initial population of each city (N T = 10, 000, N R = 500, 000, and N C = 5, 000, 000) to calculateβ. We use the same graph given in the Bjørnstad paper (see Fig. 7 (B) on p. 178) [Bjørnstad et al., 2002 ] to find θ. The sine function is shifted so that β is lowest in August; that is, θ = 16.5. We can now approximate β * (t) for each city:
• β T (t) = 0.0031 − 2.3018β sin π 13 (t + 16.5) ,
• β R (t) = 0.000059 − 3.8979β sin π 13 (t + 16.5) , and
• β C (t) = 0.0000056 − 4.8374β sin π 13 (t + 16.5) . The last parameters that remain to be discussed are the emigration rates. Each type of city has a different emigration rate, a decision that is again grounded in Bjørnstad et al.'s analysis of pre-vaccination era data in England and Wales. According to Bjørnstad et al., the immigration rate "scales roughly with the square root of the population size" [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . This translates to larger emigration rates for larger cities. The paper has estimated values for m for populations of 10,000, 111,000, 300,000, and 764,000 on page 177. m varies widely for the city of 764,000, ranging from 0.2 to 20 [Bjørnstad et al., 2002] . Values for m were chosen from that range, and as with infection rates, we used the initial population size of each city to calculate δ T , δ R , and δ C (Table 6 ). 
